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INTRODUCTION
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out that you probably
picked up this book because you want to be a better writer. Heck,
I wrote this book to help you be a better writer and answer all
the questions that people ask when I teach online or speak at a
conference. And, to be honest, I wrote it to remind myself of
what goes into writing a truly compelling book, because the
truth is, there’s a lot to remember when it comes to getting from
once upon a time to the end.
But if you want to write a book that matters, a book that makes a
difference, a book that you are so stinking proud of writing that
you practically bust a gut talking about it, then this is the one
you want to read, because I’m going to tell you exactly how to
do that. This book is the compilation of decades of hard-knocks
learning, great editors, and studying my craft. I put it all in one
place so that you don’t have to be a slow learner like I was.
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I’ve always been a writer, and frankly, have no other life skills (so
if you bought this book, thank you for funding the only career I
am capable of having). However, the road to becoming a fiction
writer was long and bumpy, and nearly didn’t happen for me.
I started out as a journalist when I was eleven (by lying about
my age and getting a job at a newspaper). I moved on to
copywriting, magazine articles, and public relations. Deep down
inside, however, I always wanted to write novels. I took a class
in writing a romance novel at my local community education
center and figured I knew everything I needed to know. After
all, I had a degree in English and years of experience writing.
Transitioning to fiction should be a piece of cake, right?
Wrong. It was incredibly difficult.
But I was doggedly determined, or maybe too dumb to know
when to stop trying. I kept writing, kept submitting, crying
over rejection letters, and most of all, believing. When I was
trying to get published back in the days of cavemen and the
invention of fire, there was no such thing as self-publishing.
The only route to becoming a fiction author was selling to one
of the New York publishing houses.
I wrote ten books in eight years, and every last one of them
was rejected by editors in New York and England (because why
stop at one country for rejections when you can have two?).
I thought I had a sale on the table in the spring of 2001, but
at the last second, it fell through. Then I had a book that had
already been rejected by Harlequin that then went on to win
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my local writer’s group contest, and as a first-place winner, I
got a request for the full manuscript by a senior editor in a
different department at Harlequin.
At Harlequin, resubmitting a book they’ve already said no to is
the kiss of death. They keep notes on what they’ve already seen,
and they know if you try to circumvent the system, so I had to
be honest if I sent it back to Harlequin. My agent at the time
refused to represent the book because she thought it would
make her look bad, so I sent it in myself in May of 2001.
Then I got another rejection letter for a different book, and my
then-agent told me that I clearly didn’t have what it took to
write fiction, and maybe I should just quit. I was devastated.
If my own agent didn’t believe I could do it, and clearly none of
the publishers I’d sent my books to thought I was good enough
to be published, then surely I wasn’t. At that time, I had my
second non-fiction book coming out (which went on to hit
The Wall Street Journal bestseller list) and I had more than two
thousand articles published in national publications, but none
of it mattered anymore. My dream, ever since I was old enough
to read, had been to write fiction.
My spouse at the time was not the most supportive person. I
had to fight for my time to write, getting up at 4:30 a.m. for
years, fitting my fiction around kid duty and working full-time.
He didn’t see the point in me going to writer’s group meetings,
because I clearly wasn’t going to sell anything. I was making
really good money copywriting for ad agencies, but hated that
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work so much, I could sympathize with a wolf who chews off
his own leg to escape a trap.
When my agent rejected me, it was the last straw. The only
person who was saying “you can do this” had finally said “no,
you can’t. You suck.” Okay, those weren’t her exact words, but
the meaning was the same. In desperation, I called Harlequin
to check on the status of my submission, hoping they’d say they
were too busy drawing up my contract to get back to me.
Instead, they said they had lost my manuscript in the myriad of
submissions they received. I took it all as a sign that my agent
was right, and I wasn’t meant to write fiction.
That day, June 23, 2001, I threw everything out. Took the
how-to books off the shelves, tossed the manuscripts, wiped
the hard drive clean and threw out the disks. I packaged my
entire writing life into three Hefty garbage bags, then sat down
in my office and had myself a damned fine pity party.
I had finally given up on myself and my dream.
On that day, my then-husband encouraged me to put everything
back, told me I’d someday sell a novel, and tried to get me to
write again. But I wouldn’t. In fact, I couldn’t. The spark had
disappeared for me and I figured I was fighting a losing battle
anyway. I spent a good week feeling really miserable. I binge
watched reality TV and didn’t write a single word.
Then, the following Saturday, a package arrived in the mail. A
big package. Priority mail. Clearly, it was the manuscript I’d
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sent to Harlequin. Since the whole thing had been returned
to me, I chalked it up as a rejection and tossed it in the trash
unread. My theory (based on hundreds of rejections) was that
they always send you a letter to reject you; they call if they
want to buy.
But I couldn’t not know, so I fished the package out of the trash
and started to read the enclosed letter from the senior editor of
Harlequin Romance. “Dear Shirley,” it began, “I love this book
and would be interested in buying it if you revised...”
I was astounded. The door I had thought was forever closed to
me had suddenly opened an inch. Two weeks later, I’d signed
with a new agent. Three months later, I sent the revised book in
and…just before Christmas of 2001, my new agent called with
the news I’d waited all my life to hear.
My book had sold.
The end result of that story, The Virgin’s Proposal (now reissued
as Kissing Mr. Wrong), was in bookstores in January 2003
and went on to win the Booksellers’ Best Award for the Best
Traditional Romance of that year, which seemed like poetic
justice. As of today, I’ve published more than eighty books in
twenty-four countries, hit all the major bestseller lists, and won
multiple awards for my work.
And yet, I’m continually astounded when I see one of my
books. It’s still a pinch-myself moment to see a cover with my
name on it. And I feel a constant drive to be a better author
today than I was yesterday.
11
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That’s why I’m writing this book. Not just to give you
information and tons of writing exercises that will help you
improve as an author, but to give you some encouragement and
faith. Publishing can be a vicious, soul-sucking industry, but it
can also be one of the most rewarding things you accomplish in
life. When I get a letter from a reader saying my words helped
her forget the chemo she was undergoing, or that my character
reminded her of her late grandmother, it makes my day. I know
my book has touched someone, and that’s worth more than
reviews and royalties.
Writing a fabulous book, however, is about more than just the
thousands of words that go between the first page and the last
page. Those words shouldn’t be just any words, they should be
ones that are compelling. Words that impact the reader. Words
that they remember and treasure and tell their friends they
must read.
That’s what Writing Compelling Fiction is here to teach you,
and what I hope you take away from every page of this book.
Your words matter—to you, to your reader—and you’d better
damned well make sure they are the most powerful words you
can create. That’s your duty as an author, a keeper of stories,
and a narrator who helps the rest of us get through life.
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PA R T O N E

COMPELLING
PLOTS
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CHAPTER ONE

BUILD A BETTER
FRAMEWORK
Have you ever watched a house being built? The construction
crew pours the concrete foundation, and then they start on the
framing. They don’t start with installing those cute Shaker-style
kitchen cabinets or that really cool marble pedestal sink. What
people see and experience when they walk into the house is the
Setting, which gives them an emotional and visceral reaction,
but that’s not where it all starts. And neither should your book.
Think about it. You could write the prettiest prose this side of
the Mississippi and craft metaphors that would make Herman
Melville drool, but none of those elegant words are going to
grab a reader if the foundation isn’t there. It’s all a bunch of
pretty details sitting in a jumble on the floor. Sort of like our
imaginary house. That amazing pedestal sink with the brass
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handle and copper bowl has no floor or walls to be mounted
on, and the cabinets are just stacked on the ground.

The foundation and framing are the most important parts of
the house, and the one area where you don’t want to skimp on
cost. Because, you know, it’s kinda dangerous if the house falls
down on your head.
In a book, the Plot is the foundation and framing. It’s where
you need to spend a nice chunk of time in the planning stages,
and not go for the easy, quick, trite solution. The Plot is built
on a concept called Goal, Motivation, and Conflict, three
things that make your story hang together and move forward.
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The Basics of GMC
You probably already know that in every book, there are
two types of Goal, Motivation, and Conflict for every major
Character: External and Internal. All major Characters (heroes,
heroines, protagonists, antagonists) will have both an Internal
and External GMC.

The Goal is what the Character wants.
The Motivation is why they want it.
The Conflict is the buts (roadblocks)
that keep getting in the way.
External GMC is tangible—a job, money, a move, etc.
Something that has external (outside of the Character’s
emotions) impact. The External Goal should be something
vitally important to the Character, something that he or she will
fight to achieve. A Goal is a journey, essentially, and we want
that journey to be worth the hours we invest in that Character.
Make the External Goal tough, maybe even impossible, to
achieve, and make it one that matters deeply to the Character
and to the Character’s life.
The Internal GMC is emotional. Your Character may or
may not even be aware of what he wants emotionally (e.g.,
acceptance, forgiveness, inner peace). That’s okay, as long as
you, as the author, know. We’ll get into more on how you
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create the External and Internal Goals in a sec. Just hang with
me while I explain how it all works.

Romance is NEVER the Goal
A side note for romance writers: A common mistake that
writers make in romance novels is Setting an External Goal
of finding love. While most of us want to be loved and to find
someone to love, that is rarely, if ever, our primary Goal in life.
We want that raise to pay for our child’s surgery. We want to
sell the house so we can move closer to a dying relative. We
want to get revenge on the man who killed a loved one. Just as
people do in real life, your Characters should have External and
Internal Goals that are outside of the romance.
But I’m writing a romance, you say. That’s a major part of the
Plot. Yes—sort of. It’s a major complication in the Plot. Love
comes along at the worst possible time for your Characters. Let
me say that again, because it’s important to remember:

In a love story, love comes along at the
worst possible time for the protagonists.
Why? Because falling in love forces them to make choices and
decisions that impact the External and Internal GMC. What
does that create? Conflict. And what does lots of Conflict
create? An engaging, powerful, compelling book that readers
can’t put down. Oooh, sounds like a recipe to follow, doesn’t it?
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Take Kennedy Ryan’s RITA® winner Long Shot, for example.
In that book, her hero and heroine meet when the heroine is
already dating someone else, and the hero is on his way to the
NBA. The reader can see that there is a love potential there,
and the Characters can see it, too, but pursuing that romance
would mean changing their current life courses. Both think
they are on the right path at the time they meet, so they say
goodbye (and our hearts break!). When the Characters meet
again and again, that budding love is still there, but for various
complicated and conflicted reasons (jobs, children, etc.), they
don’t get together. That continual Tension kept me turning the
pages to see if they could make it work and made me sad when
their External and Internal GMCs kept them apart. August
and Iris are continually separated by the lives they have chosen.
Why? Because falling in love only complicates things for them.
In addition, neither is ready for their love story internally. They
both have some growing and changing to do to be deserving
of their happily ever after. Watching that growth is also part of
the page-turning quality of this book and was beautifully done.
August and Iris aren’t handed their ending on a silver platter—
they work for it and richly deserve it, because they solve their
inner emotional problems. Ask any therapist—if you want to
have a healthy, long-term relationship with a partner, you have
to get your emotional ducks in a row first. Otherwise, all your
baggage is going to get in the way. It works the same for your
Characters.
Let’s play devil’s advocate here and say Author Annie does make
falling in love the Goal. Her heroine, Romantic Ronnie, wants
19
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to find her prince and fall in love. She isn’t working toward
anything else in the book—getting ahead in school, earning a
promotion at work, repairing her family relationships, finding
a house—nope, she’s focused solely on finding true love.
If you were Romantic Ronnie’s best friend, wouldn’t you say
to her, “Get a life, Ronnie! There’s more to your world than
love. You need to build a strong, independent life for yourself
before you bring anyone else into it.” Any therapist (or good
friend) will tell you that a person whose entire world revolves
around their love interest (can anyone say codependency?) ends
up putting the relationship ahead of their own self-needs. If
that relationship ends, Romantic Ronnie’s world is completely
devastated because her world orbited around Prince Playboy.
And no one wants to read about that because frankly, that kind
of thing just makes people angry, because we all know Romantic
Ronnie is just going to skip her weekly CODA meeting and
lose herself in the next relationship she has.
By creating Characters who have External and Internal GMCs
that are not about finding love, you create Characters the reader
can respect and root for. You create Tension on every page. You
create a love story that requires sacrifice and choices. In short,
a rich, deep book that readers love.

Work Backwards to Build Out
After over eighty published books, I’ve got a pretty strong
opinion on what makes for a compelling story. I think
creating a great Character, along with a strong Plot, creates a
20
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Character-driven book, which is more emotional (and thus
more memorable and compelling). It also means that every
move your Character makes and every choice he makes should
be true to his Character.
When you start a new book idea, you very likely have a vague
idea of your Character. Even if it’s something as simple as
Charlie Character is an accountant in Iowa who just got divorced.
Here’s the question I want you to ask yourself as you’re
developing Charlie:

What is your Character’s Worst Nightmare?
We will be getting into the Worst Nightmare in depth in the
section on Compelling Characters, but here I want to talk
about how it ties into your Conflict and Plot. Your Character’s
Worst Nightmare is the thing they least want to do. It stems
from deep emotional issues and fears. Like the germophobe
who is forced to dive into a germ-infested sewer. Or the control
freak who has to hand over the reins to someone else. That
Worst Nightmare feeds into their Deepest Emotional Fear (ah,
there you are, Internal GMC!).
Their Worst Nightmare should morph into the What If—
which is the Story Question, and the basis of GMC. What if
a germophobe had to step out of her comfort zone and spend
weeks in a Third World country with minimal health care and
sanitation? What on earth would drive a germophobe to go to
a place devoid of Purell and Lysol on purpose? That Why is the
Motivation.
21
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Maybe you’re thinking there’s no way a germophobe would
go to a Third World country and eventually dive into a sewer.
But…would she do it if her child was trapped? Would she do it
if she were escaping a killer? Most likely, yes, because those are
some pretty powerful Motivations for her actions.
By knowing your Character’s Worst Nightmare, you create a
Goal that she needs to achieve so badly, she’ll face her Deepest
fears, both Externally and Internally. Rising stakes are a natural
by-product of a Plot that stems from the Character’s Worst
Nightmare, and Rising Stakes create…compelling novels.
Now, I know I’ve thrown a lot at you already in the first few
pages of this book, but don’t worry. We’re going to dissect all of
it in depth over the next pages. I’m here to walk you through it
all, one piece at a time.

Deciding on Goals
As I said before, the Goal, in short, is what your Character
wants. Whatever you choose as the Goal, make sure it’s big
enough to carry the entire story. Does your Protagonist want
to launch a new business? Find his birth mother? Rescue his
child? Those are big, important Goals that the reader will root
for. They also take time to achieve, which means they can last
over 30,000 to 100,000 words. If the Goal is too small, the
reader won’t care, and you won’t have enough framing to build
from, like trying to build a five-bedroom house from a pallet
of plywood. Something like “find a good pen” isn’t enough of
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a Goal. However, you can take a seemingly small, unimportant
Goal and make it big by adding powerful Motivation.
Take Shrek, for instance. All he wants at the beginning of
the movie is to get his swamp and privacy back. Not a big
Goal—on the surface. Shrek desperately wants his swamp
back because his Worst Nightmare is being with people and
being rejected (his Deepest Emotional Fear). In order to get his
swamp back, he has to face, and eventually conquer, both his
Worst Nightmare and Deepest Emotional Fears. If you haven’t
watched the movie, do it today. It’s a fantastic example of Worst
Nightmare and Deepest Emotional Fear at play.
A book-length External Goal should also have multiple steps
that feed into it in order to achieve it. Rescuing a child,
escaping a killer, saving the family home, etc., are all the kind
of goals that have many steps involved. Those steps become
your Scenes. For instance, if Jane Doe’s book-length goal is to
start a new career in L.A., she must search for a job, pack her
apartment, find a new place to rent, embark on a road trip,
etc. That’s a pretty boring goal, unless you add a whole lot of
conflicts and maybe a murderer on her tail, but you get the
idea. Whatever your character needs, there should be many
steps to achieve it. No one wants to read a novel about a Goal
that is achieved in five pages.
Shrek’s goal to get his swamp back entails a lot of big steps for a
reclusive ogre (which means each of the scenes also challenges
his Internal Goal, Motivation, and Conflict, and forces him
to grow and change). Going to Duloc, confronting Lord
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Farquaad, rescuing the princess, interacting with Donkey, etc.
He has a quest and a journey to undertake, and every single
step is out of his comfort zone.

The best External Goals force the Character to confront his
Deepest Emotional Fears at every turn.
Characters who are comfortable, who have it easy all the time,
are simply not interesting. The reader is going to stop caring,
and stop being riveted by the story, if everything the Character
does works out well and with minimal effort. Sort of like when
you have a friend who says “oh, I’m going on a diet” and she
loses five pounds a week by just cutting out dessert. You start
to hate her and get to the point where you don’t want to hear
one more word about her easy weight loss. Characters who
struggle, who overcome impossible odds, and who fight for an
important Goal are compelling, interesting, and memorable.

Choosing Motivations
Motivation is key. Your reader will go along with pretty much
anything if the Character is properly motivated. You can have
a mother kill her own child and with the right Motivation,
make the reader weep for the mother. Think of Sophie’s Choice
by William Styron—the mother is force by the Nazis to choose
one of her two children to save. The one she gives up is going
to the gas chamber. She knows she is sentencing one of her
children to death. It’s a horrific choice, but oh, the Motivation.
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Remember, there are no hard and fast rules when
it comes to writing. We all have different creative
processes. This book is my advice and my thoughts,
and if you write a different way, I’m not going to
come over to your house and take your keyboard
away. I promise. Make this information work for
you, however that takes shape.

Not every Plot has to have such heart-wrenching Motivations.
However, they should be strong and ideally, there should be
more than one Motivation for the external Goal (we’ll get to
Internal Goals in a second). Charlie Character can be desperate
for a raise at the beginning of the book. But if his only
Motivation for that raise is to buy a cherry-red Maserati and
pick up hot girls, your reader will hate his vapid shallow self.
Instead, if his Motivation for the raise is to pay for a life-saving
surgery for his child or to have enough money to move his
family to a safe neighborhood (or both!) then you have strong
Motivations. Look at TV shows (like Good Girls, for example)
where Characters have deep Motivations to do things that
we would otherwise hate them for. Good Girls is built on the
premise of three ordinary moms who become career criminals.
Their Motivations and Conflicts are what make that TV show
successful and relatable.
Relatability is important. If your reader can understand and
relate to your Character’s Why (their Motivation), they will go
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along on that journey right to the end. If they can’t, they will
put the book down and move on to another.

Create More Conflict
So many writers go too easy on their Characters. Remember
what I said about respect and relatability? We want to be
impressed by how hard the Character works and what they will
sacrifice along the way to achieve their Goals. Your book should
be filled with Conflicts, which are all the roadblocks that get
in the way (for Shrek, it’s the castle, the dragon, Donkey, the
princess herself, the interlopers/friends he doesn’t want, and
many more). Why? Because Conflict creates Tension, Tension
raises stakes, and raised stakes keeps readers reading.

The Internal is Just as Vital
The Internal GMC is a little trickier because chances are your
Character is completely unaware of what they want emotionally
(or they are only glossing over the surface). People don’t tend to
stand around and think, Gee, I really would love to be accepted
for who I am. Or Wow, it sure would be nice to forgive myself
for that accident. Neither do Characters (see relatability above).
The Character who says he wants closure really—deep down
inside—wants to find out who he is and why he was abandoned
by his mother.
Shrek, for instance, wants privacy. But deep down inside, he
really wants to be loved for who he is (Internal Goal) because
no one has ever seen past his ogreness (Internal Motivation).
26
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But in his heart, he’s afraid he will never fit in and never be
enough, and is terrified of rejection (Internal Conflicts). He
risks all of that by standing up in a public venue in front of the
very people who hunted him down for being an ogre. He does
it because he has finally learned (growth!) that if he doesn’t, he
will never have what he truly wants deep, deep down inside in
his little green ogre heart—to be loved and respected exactly as
he is, by others and more importantly, by himself.
I recommend figuring out your GMC and then putting that into
sentences that you keep nearby while you write. That helps you
keep the Plot on track and not wander off the path.
External GMC: Character wants what (External Goal) because
(External Motivation) but (External Conflict) gets in the way.
Internal GMC: Character wants what (emotionally; Internal Goal)
because (emotional Motivation) but (emotional Conflict) gets in
the way.

A Few Tips
Increasing the stakes and making things worse until your
Characters finally learn the lessons they need to in order to
deserve their HEA (Happy Ever After) or HFN (Happy For
Now) are the keys that keep the reader turning the pages. Read
Debra Dixon’s book, Goal, Motivation and Conflict for more
explanation and some great correlations to movies to help you
understand this concept.
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Once you figure this out, you’re ready to start writing. When
you get stuck in the Plot, go back to this chart and evaluate.
As we get deeper into this book, we will talk about applying
this on a Scene-by-Scene basis to make your Scene and Sequel
come alive. If you’re getting bogged down in your book, go
back to those two sentences I recommended you write and
ask yourself if you have gone off track and added a wing to
the house without a blueprint (your friendly neighborhood
building inspector and your contractor will tell you that’s never
a good idea). Whatever doesn’t feed into those statements
has to go.

Your Turn:
We’re going to delve into Motivation in the next
chapter, so your assignment is easy (or seems easy
on the surface): Goals. For each of your main
Characters (Protagonists and/or Antagonists), I want
you to write out their External and Internal Goals.
Remember, the External Goal should be something
tangible that takes a while to achieve and is worth
the reader investing time in reading about it, and the
Internal Goal should be driven by emotional needs.
My Character Wants:

External

				Internal
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Scene Analysis
Read the following snippet of the opening scene from Midnight
Kiss, New Year Wish, and see if you can pinpoint Jenna’s External
and Internal Goals.
Thick, wet, heavy snow tumbled onto Jenna
Pearson’s shoulders, blanketing her blonde hair, and
seeping into her black leather high-heeled boots, as
if Mother Nature wanted to test Jenna’s resolve. To
see whether a winter storm could derail her plans,
and force her back to New York.
Jenna kept forging forward. Really, what other
choice did she have right now? If Jenna had one
quality, it was that ability to forge forward, to keep
going when it seemed like all was lost.
And right now, just about all was lost. But she had
a plan, and she’d get it all back. Definitely.
A two-inch carpet of flakes covered the sidewalk as
Jenna walked, under the swags of Christmas pine,
past the crimson bows dotting the wrought iron
lamp poles. Downtown Riverbend had already
buttoned down for the night, with most of the
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specialty shops lining the street shuttered and dark.
Only the café’s windows glowed, like a beacon
waiting at the far end of the white storm.
Jenna drew her coat tighter and dipped her chin
to bury her nose in her blue cashmere scarf. She’d
forgotten how cold winters got here. Forgot how
the snow carried a fresh, crisp scent. Forgot what it
was like to be in the small Indiana town that most
people called heaven.
And Jenna had called prison.
The streets were empty, quiet, people safe at home
and in bed. She was in Riverbend, after all, the
kind of town where nothing bad ever happened.
Well, not nothing bad, but not that kind of bad.
She was safe. Perfectly safe.
She increased her stride. Goodness, the snow
seemed to have doubled in strength and depth in
the twenty minutes it had taken her to buy a dozen
cookies at the Joyful Creations Bakery. Even though
she’d come in at closing time, the owner, Samantha
MacGregor, had insisted on staying to fill Jenna’s
order—and then spending a few minutes over a cup
of coffee getting caught up with her high school
friend. Jenna had heard just about everything about
everyone in town, even about people she wasn’t so
sure she wanted to be reminded of.
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People like Stockton Grisham. He was here in
town, Samantha said. “Returned a few years ago,
and opened up a restaurant.”
Stockton had returned to Riverbend? The last she’d
known, he’d intended to wander the world, plying
his culinary talents in some far-off location. He’d
told her he wanted to make his mark on the world,
one bouillabaisse at a time.
What was it about Riverbend that kept people
coming back, or worse, encouraged them to never
leave? Most days, Jenna was damned happy she
had left.
Or thought she had been. For so many years, New
York had been the only destination she wanted, the
only address she imagined for herself. And now…
She increased her pace, shushing that persistent
whisper of questions she didn’t want to face. The
snow blew and swirled around her but she kept
going, her boots crunching on the icy crust forming
over the snow. As she walked, sharp notes of ginger
wafted up to tease at Jenna’s senses, tempting
her to eat one—just one—of the homemade
windmill cookies.
She got into her car, laid the box of cookies on the
passenger’s seat and turned the key, waiting while
the wipers brush off the coating of snow building
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up on the windshield. When the windshield was
clear, Jenna put the auto into gear. The Taurus
fishtailed a bit, protesting how quickly Jenna had
pulled away from the curb. She pressed on the
brakes. Took in a deep breath. It had been a long
time since she’d driven in snow. In New York, she
walked almost everywhere, cabbed or subwayed it
for longer distances. Riverbend was no New York.
There wasn’t any public transportation or yellow
taxis. Just her and the mounting snow—
And the job ahead of her.
She thought of turning back, of heading for the
airport and retreating to her third-floor walk-up
apartment in New York. Anything other than return
to the town that had whispered about her life like it
was an ongoing soap opera. She supposed, in many
ways, it had been. But that had been years ago, and
surely things were different now.
Jenna’s hand hovered over the turning signal. Take
a left? Or go straight?
Really, what was waiting for her if she turned left,
and got back on that plane? Her only opportunities
lay straight ahead, in this town she had tried so hard
to leave behind, and now had become her only
salvation. Riverbend, of all places. Jenna sighed
and started driving.
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If you noticed from the parts I underlined, Jenna’s External
Goal is rather vague, because I want the reader to keep turning
the pages to find out what kind of salvation she needs and how
she’s going to get it. But it’s clear she is there for something
important, life changing. Her Internal Goal is clearer—she’s
seeking acceptance, retribution, and some self-healing (even if
she isn’t quite aware of that yet). Now, choose a book from your
own shelf, and do a little analysis. What is the character’s booklength External Goal? What is their book-length Internal Goal?
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